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Observation of matter wave beat phenomena in the macrodomain for electrons moving
along a magnetic field

Ram K. Varma, A. M. Punithavelu, and S. B. Banerjee
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad 380 009, India

~Received 23 May 2001; revised manuscript received 16 August 2001; published 25 January 2002!

We report here the observations that exhibit the existence of matter wave phenomena with wavelength in the
macrodomain of a few centimeters, for electrons moving along a magnetic field from an electron gun to a
collector plate situated behind a grounded grid. These are in accordance with the predictions of a quantumlike
theory for charged particles in the classical macrodomain, given by one of the authors@R. K. Varma, Phys. Rev.
A 31, 3951 ~1985!# with a recent generalization@R. K. Varma, Phys. Rev. E64, 036608~2001!#. The beats
correspond to two closely spaced ‘‘frequencies’’ in the system, with the beat frequency given, in accordance
with the characteristics of a wave phenomena, by the difference between the two frequencies. The beats ride as
a modulation over a discrete energy band structure obtained with only one frequency present. The frequency
here corresponds to the distance between the electron gun and the detector plate as it characterizes the variation
in the energy band structure as the electron energy is swept. The second ‘‘frequency’’ corresponds to the
gun-grid distance. These observations of the beats of matter waves in this experiment, with characteristics in
accordance with the wave algorithm, then establish unambiguously the existence of macroscopic matter waves
for electrons propagating along a magnetic field.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.026503 PACS number~s!: 41.75.2i, 41.85.2p, 41.90.1e, 03.65.Ta
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper one of the authors~Varma @1#! has de-
rived a set of Schro¨dinger-like equations for charged pa
ticles propagating along a magnetic field. Just like the Q
Schrödinger equation, these are equations for the probab
amplitudesC(n),

im

n

]C~n!

]t
52S m

n D 2 ]2C~n!

]x2 1~mV!C~n!, n51,2,3,...,

~1!

along with the expression for the probability density giv
by

P~x,t !5(
n

C* ~n!C~n!, ~2!

and are obtained in Ref.@1# in the correspondence limit star
ing from the QM-Schro¨dinger equation in its path integra
representation. Consequently they apply in the classical
chanical parameter domain or the clasical macrodomain
their amplitude character flows directly from that of Schr¨-
dinger wave equation. They are one dimensional in the
ordinate x along the magnetic field line. These equatio
were also obtained earlier by Varma@2# from the classical
Liouville equation as its Hilbert-space representation, a
the matter wave phenomena predicted therefrom in the m
rodomain. Though this derivation is quite interesting and
structive, the advantage of the quantum mechanical der
tion is that the amplitude character of the derived equati
has an unreserved validity.

Them in these equations is the gyroaction for the charg
particles motion around the magnetic field line,m
51/2mv'

2 /V @v' is the component of the velocity perpe
dicular to the magnetic field,V5eB/mc is the gyrofre-
1063-651X/2002/65~2!/026503~9!/$20.00 65 0265
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quency in the magnetic fieldB#, and~mV! is the ‘‘adiabatic
potential’’ that describes the reduced motion of the parti
along the magnetic field whenm is an adiabatic invarian
~see, for instance, Northrop@3#!.

It will be seen thatm appears in the role of\ in these
Schrödinger-like equations@1#. As discussed in Ref.@1#,
quantum mechanically,m is identified asm[n\, with n
@1, being a large Landau level quantum number in the c
respondence limit;m is then an action with a macroscop
magnitude, being typicallym'108\, in the typical labora-
tory situations.~For an electron energyE51 keV, and mag-
netic fieldB5100 G, m'10218erg s, which is;108\!. Of
course,m is not any fundamental constant like the\ in the
Schrödinger wave equation, and is actually identified as
initial value at injection in an experiment.

In view of the macroscopic magnitude of the actionm, Eq.
~1! along with the connection~2! for the probability density,
predict the existence of matter wave phenomena with m
roscopic wavelengthlM'108– 109 Å 51 – 10 cm.

From Eq.~1! the wave function for a free particle has th
form C(1)5exp(ipix/m), for the mode numbern51. How-
ever, since the injectedm may have a small spreaddm around
a meanm̄, an integration ofC~1! over this distribution yields
an effective wave function of the form exp@iVx/vi#. This im-
plies a wavelength of the form,lM52pv i /V, which is in-
dependent of\, and of macroscopic dimensions. For a ma
netic field B'100 G, and an electron velocityv
'109 cm s21, lM'4 cm. This is clearly of macroscopi
magnitude as against the magnitude of typical de Brog
wavelength of a few angstrom. There is, however, als
more direct quantum mechanical demonstration of the m
roscopic form of the wave function, exp(iVx/vi). It is given
here in the Appendix to afford a greater conviction.

The existence of matter waves with wavelength of m
roscopic dimensions;5 cm for the charged particles alon
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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RAM K. VARMA, A. M. PUNITHAVELU, AND S. B. BANERJEE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026503
magnetic fields, as predicted by these equations is a ra
novel and extraordinary proposition. Such matter waves w
macroscopic wavelengths have not been proposed prio
the considerations and consequences arising out of the t
ries of Refs.@1#, @2#. An experimental check of these predi
tions should be quite fascinating to perform.

Experiments have been carried out earlier@4# on the trans-
mission of electrons along magnetic field with the sweep
of the potential on the biased grid of the detector, as
electrons of a given energy from an electron gun travers
the detector along the magnetic field. The observed plate
grid currents as a function of the bias voltage on the dete
grid exhibited a series of sharply defined maxima a
minima that were entirely contrary to the expectation fro
the Lorentz equation of motion, according to which one e
pects to obtain a standard ‘‘retarding potential analyz
~RPA! response. These observed maxima and minima w
concluded to be indicative of the existence of matter wa
phenomena alluded to above.

However, it turns out that the experimental methodolo
used in these experiments was a little more complex t
necessary, resulting in more than one beam a primary a
secondary one~arising from secondary electrons!. Because
of this circumstance the observed maxima and minima l
themselves to the possibility of an alternative interpretat
@5# as has also been suggested by Ito and Yoshida@6#, who
have observed maxima and minima similarly to our obser
tions @4#, but have advanced an alterative mechanism,
volving basically the properties of the particle trajectories
must be added, however, that by the authors’ own conclud
remarks@6#, the numerical simulation based on their pr
posed mechanism is unable to reproduce the depth of
modulation observed by them. So it seems reasonabl
identify the modulation in their experiment a manifestati
of interference maxima and minima, in accordance with
wave property.

From the above discussion it is clear that while the
periments@4# carried out so far to check the existence of t
matter waves in the macrodomain~for charged particles in a
magnetic field! do indicate their manifestation, it is impera
tive to produce a much tighter experimental evidence in
vor of the matter wave manifestation, which would have
possibility of being reproduced in terms of the classical p
ticle dynamics in the magnetic field.

One such wave property is the beat phenomena in wa
It is well known that in a wave phenomena, the beat f
quencyvB is given by the difference between the two be
ing frequenciesvB5v12v2 , wherevB!v1 , v2 . This fol-
lows for the intensity of the superposed waves, which
obtained as the magnitude squared of the superposed a
tudes. This is an essential and characteristic wave proper
demonstration of this property for a phenomenon would
ambiguously establish its credence as a wave phenome

We wish to present in this paper experimental evide
for the existence of beats with the system under consi
ation, which are shown to have a ‘‘frequency’’ which is equ
to the difference between the two closely spaced ‘‘frequ
cies.’’ We shall see later what is meant by a frequency in
context of the experiment. The observation of ‘‘beats’’ wi
02650
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the required beat frequency would thus constitute a cru
test of the validity of the matter wave picture in the macr
domain as propounded in the above mentioned theory@1,2#.

We describe in the next section~Sec. II! the experiment
and present its results that exhibit the existence of beats
Sec. III, we present an analysis of the experimental data,
in Sec. IV the wave algorithm based on the theory@1,2# as
applied to the present experiment. This shows how in t
experiment the beat frequency, as the difference between
two closely spaced frequencies would follow only when, fo
lowing the standard wave picture, the intensity is related
the square of the amplitude.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment is carried out by studying the transm
sion characteristics of a stream of charged particles~elec-
trons! along a magnetic field from an electron gun to a d
tector plate. The stream is taken to be of such a low inten
~;nA! that it can be regarded as consisting of only in
vidual particles without any interparticle collisions or colle
tive effects.~For an energy of electronsE;1 keV a nanoam-
pere current corresponds to a linear electron number den
of approximately 10 cm21, and volume number densit
'ne;102 cm23, taking the diameter of the electron strea
to be;2 mm. This is quite a low number density that mak
the interparticle collisions inconsequential and collective
fects absent!.

The experimental chamber consists of a glass cylin
~length 85 cm, diameter 11 cm!, which is evacuated to
;431026 Torr. The magnetic field is produced by a set
solenoid coils fed by a low-voltage high-current power su
ply, and can be varied, if desired, by varying the current
the coils. The electrons are injected almost parallel to
magnetic field~very small pitch angled<5°! from an elec-
tron gun placed at one end of the chamber. At the other
is placed a detector, a flat grounded stainless steel~SS! plate,
behind a grounded SS grid@Fig. 1#. The plate is kept at a
fixed distance from the gun anode, but the grid is made m
able with the help of a Wilson feedthrough. The plate-g
distance can also be varied if desired.

The experiment is carried out by sweeping the catho
voltage of the electron gun, so as to vary the electron ene
and recording both the plate and the grid currents as a fu
tion of the cathode voltage~electron energy!. The experiment
is repeated after varying the distance between the plate

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental device.
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OBSERVATION OF MATTER WAVE BEAT PHENOMENA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026503
the grid, keeping the distance between the plate and the
fixed at 51 cm. The plate-grid distance is changed by in
vals ranging between 2–10 cm. The plate and grid curre
flowing to the ground are measured by recording the po
tial drop across a 470 kV resistor and deducing the curre
therefrom.

It may be emphasized that the methodology of this exp
ment is different from that used in the earlier experiment@4#
where, as was mentioned earlier, a biased grid was used
produced a secondary stream as its bias voltage was sw
The present experiment is much simpler as both the plate
the grid are grounded here and no secondary stream is
sible.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! exhibit the plate and grid currents as
function of the electron energy for the plate-grid distances
cm, 4 cm, and 6 cm, respectively, but for the same magn
field value, 69 G. Taking the plot of Fig. 2~a! for the mini-
mum plate-grid distance of 2 cm, as a reference, we noti
rather striking beatlike modification of the curve progre
sively with increasing separations, 4 cm and 6 cm of the g
from the plate. We notice the increase in the number of be
with increasing separation within the same sweep of the e
tron energy 0–500 eV. This points to an increase in the
quency of the beats with respect to electron energy sw
with increase in the plate-grid separation. We shall see l

FIG. 2. Plate and grid current plots as a function of catho
voltage~electron energy in eV! for plate-grid separation D~a! 2 cm,
~b! 4 cm, ~c! 6 cm; magnetic field 69 g and gun-plate distanceLp

551 cm in all cases
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that this dependence is in accordance with the wave a
rithm.

We next consider Fig. 3, which compares the plots o
tained for two different magnetic field values,B569 G and
135 G, but the same plate-grid separation of 6 cm, and
same plate-gun distanceLp551 cm, which is fixed at this
value for all the plots. We again notice an increase in
number of beats with an increase in the magnetic field fr
69 G to 135 G.

As one continues to increase the plate-grid separation,
gets more and more beats. Fig. 5 represents another illu
tive plot for plate-grid separation,D511 cm ~gun-grid dis-
tanceLg540 cm, andLp551 cm! with a magnetic fieldB
5125 G. We see a profusion of beats in this case, both
cause of the larger value ofD, as well as of the magnetic
field.

It is clear from the above observations that the beat
quency is determined by the difference between the g
plate distanceLp and the gun-grid distanceLg . We shall see
in Sec. IV, that the frequency of the main oscillations ov
which the beats ride as modulation is determined by the g
plate distanceLp . The presence of grid provides anoth
distanceLg , between the gun and grid. The beat frequency
then found to correspond to the difference of two frequenc
characterized by the two distancesLp andLg .

As one continues to increase the plate-grid distance,
the grid crosses the midway mark between the gun and p
(Lg>26 cm), one no longer has the condition appropriate
beats~which requires thatLp*Lg!, and the character of the
plots changes entirely. Fig. 6 gives the plots forLg
510 cm. As expected, one no longer has the beats, but ra
a superportion of two frequencies corresponding to the
distancesLp and Lg : the higher-frequency variation riding
over the low-frequency variation, the former characteriz
by Lp and the latter byLg .

Finally, one must point out the rather striking comple
anticorrelation between the variations of the plate and
grid currents. This is due to the constraint that there can

e

FIG. 3. Plate and grid current plots as a function of catho
voltage~electron energy in eV! for gun-grid distanceLg545 cm,
~a! magnetic fieldB569 g, ~b! B5135 g.
3-3
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no transport of electrons across the magnetic field, and
current along the magnetic field must be conserved. Co
quently any variation of current on the plate must be co
pensated for by an equal and opposite grid current. Hence
anticorrelated grid current.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Having made some qualitative observations about the
ture of the plots, we present now a quantitative analysis
these plots, to determine the positions of the maxima~or
minima! in the plate and grid currents with respect to t
electron energy and their dependence on the magnetic
B, and the appropriate distance,Lp in case of the basic
higher-frequency variation in the various plots~which are
modulated by the beats! and the differenceD5Lp2Lg , for
the beats.

If we recall the form of the wave function for the macr
scopic matter waveC5exp(ikx) with k5V/v i , obtained in
Sec. I ~and also obtained independently in the Appendix! it
suggests, for the positions of the interference maxima, in
energy domain a relation of the formVL52p lv i( l
51,2,3...), with the appropriateL. Later in Sec. IV we
present a detailed discussion to obtain relations of this fo
for the interference maxima as well as for the beats. We s
analyze the plots of Figs. 2–6 to look for relation of th

FIG. 4. Plate current plot transformed as a function ofE21/2; E,
the electron energy in elctron volts fot the plot of Fig. 3.
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form for the positions of the maxima.
First consider the maxima of Fig. 2~a!, which with D

[(Lp2Lg)52 cm!Lp ~51 cm! exhibit no beats over the
range of the energy sweep~0–500 eV!. The maxima should
correspond to the distanceLp551 cm, and described by th
relation

VLp52p lv i , l 51,2,3, . . . . ~3!

To check this, we give in Table I, the energy values cor
sponding to the maxima of the plate current, and the co
sponding values of the quantity (V/2pv) for the magnetic
field used, 69 G. If this quantity for the various positions
the maxima is to fit the relation~3!, then it must be an inte-
gral multiple of an appropriate common factor. In the ne
column, the closest such integers are identified. Using th
we calculate in each case the value ofLp as required by the
relation~3!. In this way, we determine the measure of a d
tance in the experiment that has played a determining r
These values are given in the last column of Table I, a
their average valueL̄ded550.8 cm is given in the footnote
This is to be compared with the actual value fixed in t
experiment, namely,Lp551 cm, and is in excellent agree
ment with it. This shows that the peaks of the plots of F
2~a! are indeed well described by the relation~3!, with Lp
being the gun-plate distance.

Next, we want to point out that for a given magnetic fie
the frequency of oscillation of the wave function withE21/2,
is proportional to the distanceLp . Considered with respec
to the variation ofE ~rather thanE21/2!, as is done in the

FIG. 5. Plate and grid current plot fot the gun-grid distanceLg

540 cm,B5125 g, and gun-plate distanceLp551 cm.
TABLE I. Energy peak positionsEl , ‘‘quantum number’’ identified,l, the plate-gun distanceLded,
deduced from the relation,VLded52p/v, corresponding to the curve of Fig. 2~a!. B5ambient magnetic
field, V5eB/mc, the gyrofrequency andv, the electron beam velocity.

Peak No.
El

~eV!
k5V/2pv

~cm21! l

Lded5lS2pv
V D

~cm! Peak No.
El

~eV!
k5V/2pv

~cm21! l

Lded5lS2pv
V D

~cm!

1 246.7 0.1975 10 50.6 6 110.0 0.2954 15 50.8
2 206.7 0.2158 11 51.0 7 96.7 0.3153 16 50.7
3 173.3 0.2356 12 50.9 8 85.6 0.3348 17 50.8
4 146.7 0.2561 13 50.8 9 76.6 0.3534 18 50.9
5 126.7 0.2756 14 50.8 10 69.0 0.372 19 51.1

Magnetic fieldB569 g, Lp551, and averageLded550.8 cm.
3-4
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OBSERVATION OF MATTER WAVE BEAT PHENOMENA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026503
experiment, the distanceLp still characterizes the ‘‘fre-
quency’’ of oscillation, but on an inverse stretched sca
Making use of this identification~frequency of oscillation
with the distanceLp!, we now analyze the plot of Fig. 3~b!
for B5135 G andD56 cm that exhibits the beats, to see
the position of the maxima of the beats can be described
a relation of the above form. In Table II we tabulate t
positions of the beat maxima in energy and the values of
quantity (V/2pv) in the same way as was done in Table
for the plot of Fig. 2~a!. The last column gives for each cas
the value of the distanceD which corresponds to the relation

VD52p lv ~ l 51,2,3, . . . !. ~4!

The average value ofD so obtained from the experiment
data@with the use of the relation~4!# D̄55.9 cm is given in
the footnote. We see that this value is indeed close to
difference (Lp2Lg) of the two distancesLp andLg , namely,
(Lp2Lg)56 cm used in this particular run@plot of Fig.
3~b!#. It shows that the beat frequency deduced from the p
does correspond to the frequency characterized by the di
ence (Lp2Lg), that is the difference of two ‘‘frequencies
present in the system, characterized by the distancesLp and
Lg , just as it happens in any wave phenomena.

It may be specifically emphasized that the beat freque
being equal to the difference between the two prevailing
quencies in the system is a specific consequence of the w
formalism, whereby the intensity or the probability current
obtained as a magnitude squared of the sum of the two
plitudes of the interfering waves with the two frequencies.
fact, it will be shown in the next section how it comes abo
in the present situation. On the other hand, the sum of
oscillating particle sources with closely spaced frequenc
v1 and v2 will also produce beats, but with only half th
frequency of the difference,vb51/2(v12v2), rather than
with (v12v2) as with waves. It may, therefore, be me
tioned that the observation of beats with the right freque
constitutes a crucial test for the existence of the wave
ture, since there will be little room now for the possibility o
understanding these results in terms of the classical par
picture as was suggested@5,6# for the earlier results.

We thus arrive at a very important conclusion through
confirmation of the existence of beats with the right fr

TABLE II. Energy peak positionsEl of beat maxima;l, the
quantum number identified for the particular beat in Fig. 3;D, the
grid-plate distance as required by the relationDV52p lv; B
5ambient magnetic field,V5eB/mc, the gyrofrequency,v, the

electron beam velocity,D̄—average ofD values.

Beat
No. El ~eV!

k5V/2pv
~cm21! l

D5 l S 2pv
V D ~cm!

1 55.0 0.820 5 6.1
2 83.3 0.6682 4 6.0
3 141.7 0.5103 3 5.83
4 283.0 0.358 2 5.58

Magnetic fieldB5135 g, D56 cm, and averageD̄55.9 cm.
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quency, that what we have observed in these experimen
indeed a manifestation of matter wave phenomena in
macrodomain of a few centimeters. This, it must be emp
sized, is an extraordinary result because matter waves h
been observed in the macrodomain with all the appropr
characteristics. Before we discuss the wave algorithm as
plied to this system in the next section, we shall present
analysis of Fig. 6, which corresponds to widely different v
ues of the distancesLp andLg , and, therefore, of the corre
sponding frequencies. Figure 6 corresponds toLp551 cm,
Lg510 cm. As expected, there are no beats now, but me
a simple superposition of two frequencies, the high
frequency oscillation corresponding toLp551 cm, riding
over the low-frequency variation corresponding toLg
510 cm. We shall see in the next section how this too com
about.

We shall analyze here only the low frequency to see w
value ofL do the maxima of the oscillation yield if they ar
to fit in a relation of the formVL52p lv. Following the
same procedure as before, we tabulate in Table III the v
ous quantities as indicated there, calculating the valuesL
in each case, given in the last column. The averageL̄ value
of these calculatedL values,L̄510.1 cm shows that it doe

FIG. 6. Plate and grid current plot for the gun-grid distanceLg

510 cm, and magnetic fieldB569.02 g.

TABLE III. Energy peak positionEl of the slowly varying part
of Fig, 5. l, the quantum number identified for the peaks;Lg , the
anode-grid distance as required by the relationLgV52p lv; V

5eB/mc, the gyrofrequency;B, the ambient magnetic field,L̄g ,
the average value ofLg ,

El ~eV! V/2pv ~cm21! l

L5l
2pv
V

~cm! L̄g ~cm!

38.33 0.50 5 10.0
60.0 0.40 4 10.0 10.1

105.0 0.302 3 9.9
256.7 0.19 2 10.5

Magnetic fieldB569.2 g,Lg510 cm, and AverageL̄510.1 cm.
3-5
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RAM K. VARMA, A. M. PUNITHAVELU, AND S. B. BANERJEE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026503
correspond to the gun-grid distanceLg510 cm, which was
chosen to be so for this particular run~Fig. 6!. We, therefore,
conclude that the low frequency in this limit (Lg!Lp) cor-
responds to the gun-grid distanceLg .

IV. THE WAVE ALGORITHM FOR THE PRESENT
EXPERIMENT

We now present the wave algorithm that follows from t
Schödinger-like formalism of Refs.@1#, @2#. We shall apply
this formalism to the above experiment and shall show h
the experimental results can be understood in terms of
former.

We recall from Sec. I~as well as from the Appendix! that
the wave function for the progressive macroscopic ma
wave associated with electron motion along a magnetic fi
is given, for the mode numbern51, by C(1)5exp(ikx),
where k5V/y, and v the electron velocity parallel to th
magnetic field~the subscript ‘‘parallel’’ is dropped!. Other
waves corresponding to the mode numbern52,3,..., may
also be present, for which the wave function isC(n)
5exp(inkx), but the moden51 is the most dominant. We
shall discuss later that the experimental curves do imply
existence of the other modes through the presence of hi
harmonics in their periodic variation. We shall, howev
consider only then51 mode at the present time.

Consider now the experimental arrangement as sh
schematically in Fig. 7. Electrons from an electron sourceS,
are injected with a velocity almost parallel to the magne
field. P and G denote the plate and grid respectively~both
grounded!, at distancesLp andLg from the source. Letx be
the field point within the plate just behind the plate surfa
where the ‘‘detection’’ is assumed to occur. The total wa
amplitude atx is comprized of a sum of three contribution
~i! one corresponding to the particles arriving directly fro
the sourceS, g exp(ikx), ~ii ! another one corresponding to th
particles arriving after being scattered off the grid so that
grid acts as a secondary source for them, the correspon
wave amplitude being,a exp@ik(x2Lg)# and ~iii ! a third one
from particles arriving after being scattered off the plate s
face, their amplitude likewise being,b exp@ik(x2Lp)#. Thus
the wave amplitude atx ~a point just behind the plate su
face! is

cp~x!5aeik~x2Lg!1beik~x2Lp!1geikx, ~5!

FIG. 7. Schematics of the experimental arrangment indica
the various relevant distances,Lp, Lg, etc.
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wherea is the coefficient of the forward scattering amplitud
at the grid,b that of the forward scattering amplitude at th
plate surface, andg is the amplitude of the direct unscattere
wave arriving at the pointx. It would be desirable to have a
idea about the relative magnitudes of the various coefficie
a, b, andg. But at the moment we do not have that info
mation. However, what is important at present is the dev
opment of the wave algorithm to check the experimen
observations against it even if qualitatively. We emphas
that these observations represent paradigm according
which, as mentioned already, there exist matter wave m
festations in the macrodomain for charged particles pro
gating along magnetic field.

If cg is the amplitude for the absorption of the wave at t
grid, then from the conservation of total probability curre
in this one-dimensional case, we have

ucgu21ucpu251, ~6!

where ucpu2 is proportional to the probability current re
corded by the plate, and clearly transmitted past the g
Since the transmitted current must have a significant forw
scattered component, we write approximatelya5aoucpu2.
We then have

cp5aoucpu2eik~x2Lg!1beik~x2Lp!1geikx, ~7!

whence taking magnitude squared, we get

ucpu25@122aog coskLg22aob cosk~Lp2Lg!#21

3@g21b212bg coskLp#, ~8!

where we have neglectedao
2ucpu4 as being small compare

to the rest of the terms.
Expanding the denominator in the expression~8! we ob-

tain

ucpu2'~b21g2!12bg coskLp12ao~g21b2!@g coskLg

1b cosk~Lp2Lg!#14aobg coskLp@g coskLg

1b cosk~Lp2Lg!#

'b21g212bg coskLp12aog~b21g2!coskLg

12aob~b212g2!cosk~Lp2Lg!

12aog2b cosk~Lp1Lg!

14aob2g cosk~Lp2Lg!coskLp , ~9!

where we have changed the coskLp coskLg term into
1/2@cosk(Lp2Lg)1cosk(Lp 1Lg)#. There are then various
kinds of terms. The presence of the term coskLp arises only
through the coefficientsb or g, which represent the scatte
ing off the plate surface~;b! and the coefficient of the un
scattered wave amplitude~;g!. All the other terms involve
ao , that is the coefficient of the wave amplitude scattered
the grid. We see that while the first four terms of Eq.~9!
represent variation with respect tok with ‘‘frequencies,’’ re-
spectively,Lp , Lg , (Lp2Lg) and (Lp1Lg), the last term
represents a modulation with the frequency (Lp2Lg) of the

g
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variation with respect tok with the frequencyLp . The fre-
quency (Lp2Lg) represents a beat frequency between
two frequenciesLp andLg present in the system as these tw
distances. It may be emphasized that the beat freque
equal to the difference (Lp2Lg) arises as a consequence
the wave algorithm whereby the intensity is obtained
ucpu2, ~modules squared of the wave amplitudecp at the
plate!. We consider three cases:~A! Lp'Lg ; (Lp2Lg)5D
!Lp , ~B! Lp>Lg ; D/Lp<0.2 ~say!, and~C! Lg!Lp .

Case~A!: Lg'Lp ; Lp2Lg5D!Lp . If we consider the
limiting case when the grid is very close to the plate, so t
(Lp2Lg)[D!Lp , then we get

ucpu25b21g212aob@b212g2#

1@2bg12aog~3b21g2!#coskLp

12aobg2 cos 2kLp . ~10!

This gives a variation withk([V/2pv) of ucpu2, which is
characterized by the ‘‘frequency’’ determined essentially
the gun-plate distanceLp and corresponds to the plot of Fig
2~a!, with the value ofLp551 cm, and the magnetic fiel
B569 G. Using these values, the various energy peaks in
plot of Fig. 2~a! have been characterized through the relat
VLp52p lv by the ‘‘quantum numbers’’l. These are pre-
sented in Table I corresponding to the different peaks
allowed energy values. It is thus seen that the observed
ergy peaks~‘‘allowed’’ values! do correspond to the relatio
VLp52p lv, which is obtained using the wave algorith
with the wavelengthl52pv/V. For the value ofB569 G
and energyE5200 eV ~say!, l'4.6 cm. Thus the electron
of energy 200 eV, behave like an effective de Broglie-li
wave of wavelengthl'4.6 cm in a magnetic field of 69 G
which is of a rather macroscopic dimensions and is indep
dent of the Planck quantum.

It may further be noticed that, the grid and plate curre
are found to be anticorrelated in all cases. This, as rema
already, is a reflection of the total current conservation alo
the magnetic field as expressed by the relation~6!. Any
maxima-minima that the plate current may exhibit as a c
sequence of the interference effects, must be compens
for in the form of complementary grid current that we find
be the case in all the plots of Figs. 2, 3, and 6. In our ear
experiment@4# such a complementary current appeared
the anode as the grid and plate currents there, because o
particular nature of that experiment, were positively cor
lated.

Case~B!: Lp>Lg , (12Lg /Lp)5d<0.2 ~say!. This case
is the one that is appropriate for beats. Using the inequa
d!1, expression~9! gives in this case

ucpu25~b21g2!1@2bg12aog~3b21g2!#

3coskLp12aobg2 cos 2kLp

12aob~b212g2!cosk~Lp2Lg!

12aobg~2b1g!cosk~Lp2Lg!coskLp , ~11!
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where the last term represent the modulation of the osci
ing term coskLp , with the beat frequency (Lp2Lg).

The analysis of the plots in Fig. 3 as presented in Table
shows that the beat frequency is indeed characterized by
difference (Lp2Lg), precisely what is required by the ex
pression~11!. Since the latter expression for the probabili
current at the plate is derived assuming the wave algori
with the wave numberk5V/v, @the various ordersl
55,4,3,2 identified in Table II that correspond to the relati
k(Lp2Lg)52p l , describing the maxima in Eq.~10!# it fol-
lows that the observed beat structure does conform to a w
behavior with the wavelengthl52pv/V. We also note the
fast variation coskLp , which is modulated by cosk(Lp2Lg),
and which is characterized by the lengthLp in the expres-
sion, also agrees with the observations.

We note from here that in terms of the variation with t
wave numberk, the lengthsLp , and (Lp2Lg) act as a ‘‘fre-
quencies.’’ So if the various Figs. 2~a!–2~c! and 3~a,b! are
replotted as a function ofE21/2, which is proportional tok,
@k5V(2E/m)21/2#, rather than what they are~as a function
of E!, then the various maxima, including the beat maxim
would be found to be equally spaced, with the interpe
interval being inversely proportional to the distanceLp or
(Lp2Lg), the latter one in the case of beats, while t
former for the main interference maxima and minima.

We have done just that for the plot of Fig. 3~b!. The re-
plotted curve that is obtained after digitizing the plot of Fi
3~b! manually and converting the data points in terms
E21/2, leads to the plot of Fig. 4. As expected, we do find t
maxima including those of the beats equidistant on theE21/2

scale.
Case~C!: Lg!Lp . We next consider the case when th

gun-grid distanceLg is much less thanLp . In this case we
obtain

ucpu25b21g212bg coskLp

12ao~g21b2!@g coskLg1b cosk~Lp2Lg!#

14aobg coskLp@g coskLg1b cosk~Lp2Lg!#

'b21g212aob2g~11cos 2kLp!

12ao~g21b2!g coskLg

1@2bg12aob~3g21b2!#coskLp . ~12!

We see that in this limit (Lg!Lp),ucpu2 is a sum of three
terms, going as coskLp , coskLg , and cos 2kLp . The first two
together yield a fast variation coskLp riding over a slow
variation coskLg , precisely the kind of variation exhibited b
the plot of Fig. 5. The term going as cos 2kLp represents only
a second harmonic of coskLp , which may well be present in
the variation of periodicity characterized by the distanceLp .

Again the plot of Fig. 6 is well represented by the expre
sion of the form~12!, which is obtained from the wave al
gorithm based on the formalism of Refs.@1#, @2# in the limit
Lg!Lp . Thus taken all the cases~A!, ~B!, and~C! together,
the wave algorithm given here appears to describe the p
of Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 6. It must also be mentioned that it h
not been found possible for the authors to find any ot
3-7
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explanation for these plots in terms of the equation
motion-initial value paradigm~referred to as the ‘‘standar
paradigm’’!. We refer to the discussion in Ref.@4# to rule out
any possible plasma physical explanation, essentially
cause of the very low beam current~;nA! used and high
vacuum (;531027 Torr) employed.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have presented in this paper experimental obse
tions on the ‘‘beats’’ as a conclusive evidence for the ex
tence of matter wave phenomena in the macrodomain,
electrons moving along a magnetic field. The ‘‘beat fr
quency’’ agrees entirely with the expectation of the wa
formalism, being equal to the difference of the close
spaced frequencies of the two interfering waves. The ‘‘f
quencies’’ correspond here to gun-plate and gun-grid
tances,Lp andLg , respectively, and the ‘‘beats’’ have bee
found in the experiments to have the frequency correspo
ing to the difference (Lp2Lg).

The earlier experiment@4# had also exhibited the exis
tence of discrete energy band structures that were sh
there to be a manifestation of matter wave phenomena.
frequency of variation of the plate current was characteri
by just one distance in the experiment, the gun-plate
tance. However, as was mentioned in Sec. III, these obse
tions do permit some room for the possibility of being e
plained @5,6#, in terms of the classical charged partic
trajectories, even though the authors of Ref.@6# have them-
selves noted their proposed mechanism to be not ent
adequate to explain the depth of the observed modulatio

The importance of the observations of beats with the ri
frequency~equal to the difference of the frequencies of t
two interfering waves, which is determined by a wave f
malism!, lies in the fact, that these beats~with this fre-
quency! are a definite indicator of the wave formalism bei
at play to govern the dynamics of the electrons. Such b
cannot be explained in terms of the particle picture.

We thus conclude that taken together the results obta
earlier@4# on the existence of discrete energy band structu
in the transmission of electrons along a magnetic field,
those reported in this paper on the existence of beats m
lating this band structure, constitute a convincing evide
for the existence of a probability wave in the macrodom
associated with the motion of electrons along a magn
field.

The probability matter wave has the wave function of t
form C(1)5exp@2pix/l#, with l52pv /V, v being the
electron velocity along the magnetic field, and as shown
Sec. IV, the discrete energy band structure as well as
‘‘beats’’ are a consequence of one-dimensional interfere
effects with the wave function of the above form, and with
wavelength typicallyl;5 cm, which is clearly in the mac
rodomain. These are extraordinary results by any acco
because matter waves with such macroscopic wave len
~;5 cm! have not been either conceived or observed bef
even if in the limited context of charged particle dynam
along a magnetic field.

Needless to say, these results are clearly contrary to
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expectations of the classical Lorentz equation of motion t
governs the dynamics of charged particles in the class
macrodomain. The question naturally presents itself as
what the relationship is between the dynamics determined
the Lorentz equation, and the one governed by the Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, which have predicted these effects. This will b
taken up in a subsequent study.

One may ask another interesting question. Is the obse
tion of macroscopic matter waves as demonstrated above
tirely peculiar to the system of charged particles in a m
netic field? The answer is, rather interestingly, in t
negative. In fact, the author~Varma! has pointed out@7#
other possible physical systems~such as atoms and mo
ecules in their highly-excited internal states!, which could
exhibit matter waves in the macrodomains and mes
omains.

APPENDIX: A QUANTUM MECHANICAL JUSTIFICATION
OF THE NON-PLANCKIAN MACROSCOPIC MATTER

WAVE BEHAVIOR OF ELECTRONS
ALONG A MAGNETIC FIELD

A charged particle in a magnetic field in the classical m
chanical domain corresponds in quantum mechanics to
particle in a Landau level with a large quantum number.
En represent the energy of a Landau level, so that

En5S n1
1

2D\V, ~A1!

whereV5eB/mc is the gyrofrequency in the magnetic fie
B, thenn@1 corresponds to the classical limit, andn\5m
defines the gyroaction that appears in Eq.~2! of the formal-
ism of Ref.@1#. Let xn represent the Landau eigenfunctio
that are essentially the harmonic oscillator wave functio
Consider now the propagation of an electron beam alon
magnetic field in such a set of Landau levels withn@1. Let
there be a scatterer in the path of the electron beam such
small obstacle, like the wires in a grid that the electron be
may pass through. The anode of the electron gun thro
which the electron beam passes in the process of acceler
may also act as a scatterer. The scattering, assumed t
elastic, may kick the electron from the Landau leveln to n

6n, wheren@n.1. If H̃ be the perturbation Hamiltonian
that describes the scattering, then the transition amplitude
this process

an
n[^n2nuH̄un&5E dj xn2nH̃xn , ~A2!

j being the coordinate normal to the magnetic field. Ifwn

represents the complete wave function of the particle i
magnetic field including the plane wave along the magne
field ~assumed homogeneous!, we have

wn5xn~j!eiknx, ~A3!

where
3-8
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kn5
1

\
@2m~E2n\V!#1/2, ~A4!

wherex is the coordinate along the magnetic field, andE is
the total energy of the particle. The transition amplitude
cluding the eigenfunction along the field

bn
~n![^n2n,kn2nuH̃un,kn&

5E dj wn2n* ~j!H̃wn

55an
~n!ei ~kn2kn2n!x. ~A5!

Now making use of the assumptionn!n, we expandkn2n
aroundkn , using the expression~A4!, we get

kn2kn2n.n
]kn

]n
5nVF 2

m
~E2n\V!G21/2

5
nV

v
,

~A6!

where

v5F 2

m
~E2n\V!G1/2

,

02650
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is the velocity along the magnetic field. The transition a
plitude bn

n is then given by

bn
~n!5an

nei ~nV/v !x, ~A7!

so that it corresponds to a wave with the wave number

kn5
nV

v
, ~A8!

which for n51, gives essentially the wavelengthleff
52pv/V and is clearly independent of\. It is, therefore, this
transition amplitude~A7! that is responsible for the non
Planckian wave behavior for the motion along the magne
field that have been reported here as well as earlier in R
@4#.

Note that n>2 in Eq. ~A7! would correspond to the
higher harmonics of the fundamental wave corresponding
n51. An examination of the plots of the various Figs. 2–
would reveal that higher harmonics must be present. Th
higher harmonics, it may be pointed out, correspond to
Eq. ~1! for higher values of the modesn(n>2). Thus the
formalism of Refs.@1,2# does contain the higher harmonic
as well.
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